Capture Even Greater Shipping Productivity

Supported CMS WorldLink Carriers
FedEx®

DHL Express®

UPS™

DYMO Endicia™

USPS®

For years, CMS GlobalSoft has created elite, enterprise-wide shipping
systems and customized solutions for high volume, larger shippers across
a variety of industries. We’ve now packaged more than two decades of
shipping systems expertise into our new product, CMS WorldLink Lite,
catering exclusively to the unique needs of small and medium shippers.
Unlike their larger counterparts, small and medium shippers have to be
more resourceful with usually much less technology, time and budget. CMS
WorldLink Lite now evens the playing field for small and medium shippers.
Our newly-launched multi-carrier and highly customizable shipping system
caters exclusively to the needs of businesses requiring an affordable
shipping system that maximizes the time-to-market of their goods while
reducing costs and increasing efficiencies.

Finally… a robust shipping system
made just for small to medium
sized shippers who need reliable,
enterprise-wide capability without
an enterprise-wide price point.

Benefits
Free Up Internal Resources

You no longer have to worry about
programming, development, integration and
constant carrier updates. Allow your staff to
concentrate on advancing your business.

Carrier Compliance Management

There is a considerable amount of data across
the carriers that need to be maintained—CMS
WorldLink Lite is your one business stop
for carrier compliance handling. With CMS
WorldLink Lite, we handle all of that and
conceal any complication(s) from the customer.

Extensive Customer Service

Forget long holds or confusing voice mail
trees. We offer 24/7 customer support and
immediate response to assist you with all
aspects of your shipping system needs.

Increase Customer Satisfaction

Reduce customer inquiries by using carrier
provided email notifications alerting your
customers of various shipping events.

Increase Your Shipping Efficiencies

Automate business rules greatly reducing
shipping errors and ensuring compliance
saving your company time and money.

Multi-Carrier Shipping Solution
9010 Lorton Station Blvd.
Suite 200
Lorton, VA 22079
703.455.8292 phone
703.455.8299 fax

Don’t want to limit yourself to just one carrier?
CMS WorldLink Lite allows you to add-on
other carriers such as FedEx, USPS, DHL and
many more!

www.cmsglobalsoft.com
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Cost Savings

CMS WORLDLINK LITE FEATURES

In addition to being able to find the best rate(s) across all carriers, meeting
your delivery commitment(s), CMS WorldLink Lite also allows you to avoid
fees charged by carriers, such as for incorrect addresses.

Feature

Capture Shipping Productivity
BestWay
Employees can rate packages via deliver date across multiple carriers and
multiple services. You can also balance delivery speed versus shipping cost.
ROI: This feature ensures that you can ship at the lowest cost while
maintaining the desired level of service.
Email Notification
Launch shipping notification e-mails internally or to your customers based on
different shipment statuses such as shipped, delivered or exception.
ROI: Lower your call volumes of shipment status inquiries, thus freeing up
your internal resources as well as proactively letting your customers know
the status of their shipment(s).
Address Verification
Verify address data on your shipments as well as the difference between
residential and commercial addresses.
ROI: Eliminate or minimize costs on address correction fees.

Ups Ready™
CMS WorldLink Lite comes bundled with UPS Developer Kit at no additional
cost! In addition to allowing you to rate and ship UPS, you can also benefit
from their tracking, address verification and time in transit features.
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For more information about CMS WorldLink
Lite or to request a product demonstration
and free analysis, please visit our web site
www.cmsglobalsoft.com/lite-overview

Included Optional

Address Verification
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BestWay
CMS DesktopLink
Custom Scripts
Email Verification
Forms Templates
Reports
Tracking
Time in Transit
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Chart above is not all inclusive of all CMS WorldLink
Lite features. Please contact us for a full list.

Other products offered by CMS GlobalSoft

CMS WorldLink is a true thin-client, application that
provides enterprise shipping capabilities. As a robust,
multi-carrier system, CMS WorldLink supports small
package, LTL, Truckload and local carriers along with
many additional capabilities.

CMS DesktopLink is an enterprise application that
centralizes your desktop shipping. Integrated with CMS
WorldLink it allows anyone in your company to easily
rate, create shipping and mailing requests, and track
packages right from their desktops.
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